with the Life photographer who said that he had never seen so many photogenic girls corralled under one roof. After many pleasant interviews with the Emerson co-ed, your reporter compiled the following facts pertinent to Tech men: Most interesting to the boys of slipstick fame is Miss Coed's opinion of fraternity men; she registers amazement at the brothers' hands off (?) policy, but she will nonchalantly turn into one of Macbeth's witches upon the reception of an invitation to a dance "over at the house". Dormitory men really excite her—upright hair and horn-rimmed glasses seem to appeal to her more adventurous spirit. Many a Tech man has spent a most pleasant evening reciting the more interesting figures of steam tables to a receptive ear, and in turn witnessing an excellent pantomime.

This is a scene from a humorous pantomime put on by the students.
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Being an Emerson boy has its advantages, and one of them is close and frequent contacts with the many attractive Emerson girls. Here Bill Brennan takes time out to make a date with Freda Gardner.